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SUMMARY 

Data from stake measurements, marker boards and pits along a 
136-km trail crossing the Thule Peninsula sector of the Greenland ice 
sheet have been used to determine both the regional and local distribution 
of snow accumulation. On a regional scale, trend surfaces of mean an
nual accumulation can be adequately predicted from a model using dis
tance from moisture source and elevation as independent parameters. 
A series of steplike or wavelike features breaks the smooth profile of 
the ice sheet and causes profou.nd changes in accumulation rates on a 
local scale. The accumulation pattern over these features can be pre
dicted from surface slope and departure from regional elevation. Pro
files of surface and subsurface topography indicate a direct relationship 
between subsurface hills and s teplike features but cannot be quantitatively 
accounted for by existing ice flow· theory. Detailed accumulation studies, 
in conjunction with a program of spirit leveling in the vicinity of Camp 
Century have revealed the development of a shallow valleylike feature. 
Within this feature accumulation rates have increased, indicating that it is 
the result of flow phenomena. 
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Since the construction of Camp Century by the U. S. Army in 1959 and 
1960, USA CRREL has used the facility as a site for research and engineering 
studies. A long:- term proje~t to determine,ice mo.ve~ent rates. Cl.nd particle 
paths 'Jrom Camp C~-ntury to· theLr poii1f of qfs.charg·e was begun- in 1961. As 
part of this study, accum~latiori' measurements,' 10-m snow t~tnpe:rature me as
urements~:.-~~~e,:thickrie'ss d~terminations anci an ext~n~ive sur~_ey p~ogram have 
been ·undertake'n·. , For previously published work. relating tC:, .varit?_us aspects 
of this project'·see Mock'(l963), Bailey et 'al. (1964), Mocl<j19q5), Waite (1966), 
Mo·c~ and Week~' (1966), and Clarke (19':66)"7 This report present~f~ tl:le ·re-·sults 
-of accumulatiqn. $ttid:ies carried out _between' _1961 arid '··19 66, -.wi~h. ~:mph a~ is upon 
accumulatio[l.;:pattert:J._s,. i.e., the spatial distribution' of a.ccumulatibn. A future 
report·will·c'bn_cern temporal variations of accumulation: '· : ... :,, 

. . ····.··· "'•. . 

Previous work ·._;; 

Northwest,Greenland arid the Thule Peninsula have been·-the -site's "C)f sev~ral 
. gla~iological investigations in recen,t ye~rs. Schytt (1955) and Gr~ffiths (19-6:0) 
stupied the regimen·- and movement of'the Thule ramp while Nobles,'(l960) c_on-· 
ducted a similar prograrD on the Nunatar-s_suaq ramp. Buq (1958)_ determined. · 
mean annual accumulation values from Rammsonde measure:ments on a trav~ 
erse from the east'c~ast'to the west coast. ·G_~?ldthwaite (1'960) made.~n exha~s
"Hve study 'of an ice cliff on the North Ice Cap·near its junction with the m·ain~. --·· 
ice sheet. ·:B~9~_ret:a1.: .. (1955) studied the stratigraphy exposed _in a 31m d~~ppit at 
Site 2, lJO~_km ea_stof Camp Century, ·and determ-ined annual. acclimulation '_ 

'values for :the pe rio~ 1·919 ·ro 19 54.__ Langway ·( t'961 ). in ·<t: 'series· of piJ's tudie's·~ .
showed em'Pirical corre-lations .o( 1 o-ni snow temperatures~- mean anriu·a_L-ac- . 
cu,mulation, and _rn ean snow d~-nsity with surface ~lopes' an~, e·ievation~ •' ·''r'h'e 

'm'ost exten.sive investigations· we-re ri:lade by Benson_(l962) i'n-.a series o! trav-·-_.·. 
erses .during the period·J95,'2-:'t955.: )3enson develqpeq techniques for :the cor-.' 
relaHon of stratigraph~c. features betw_e,en. pits and introduced ~he facies,:con- .· 

:· cept to. the upp_~-r;sr~owlayers.' ,His work include'd the·:-~o:r.r~lattori of enyiron.:.. 
mental pa:'i· am.et;~-rs ~ i.e'. ' m ean<-~r'nua~. a·c~~rt;luf~~.ion. anq~'teiT:l,pe·r ature 'with,.' 
s_~~ti_cil p<Ysi~ion.,, · · 

' :, _. ·~· .... - . .. . ·. t' .. · ..... · 

AREA OF, INVESTIGATION 
: ~· .. --~· -~·.!.: -: . . :. -~· >. ',. 

The Thule Peninsula is a westward projection of land, largely covered by 
the ice sheet and bounded by Inglefield Bay on the north, Melville Bay on the 
south, and Baffin Bay on the west. Camp Century is located at 77o 11 1N latitude 
and 61 o 1 0 1W longitude near the crestline of the peninsula at an approximate 
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elevation of 1885 m. Extensive areas of ice-free land are exposed in the 
western and northern parts of the peninsula, scattered nunataks appear in the 
southern part and small independent ice caps occur in the northwestern part. 
In many respects, the lobe of the ice sheet covering the Thule Peninsula can be 
visualized as the Greenland ice sheet in miniature; i.e., it has a generally 
linear shape with a distinct crestline, a mountain barrier to the south chan
neling flow into large outlet glaciers, and rolling uplands to the west where the 
ice sheet ends in broad ramps and cliffs. Figure 1 shows the Thule Peninsula 
and routes followed by various investigators. 

ti3" ~ ... fdrf-40' 

rf-y:/ 

rf-rd 

rf-10' 

', 
' ' ' ...... 

' ', 
' 

---- ~ --........ __ 
TUTE MILES .......... ......._. 

Figure 1. Thule Penins lila. 
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TECHNIQUES AND MEASUREMENTS 

Pit studies 

Standard snow pit studies were made at 13- to 18-km intervals along the 
trail (Fig. 1 ). Each pit study included stratigraphic delineation of annual 
layers, determination of a depth-density profile to a minimum of 10-m depth, 
measurement of 1O-m snow temperatures, and determination of a Rammsonde 
profile to 4 m. 

Stake and board measurements 

.3 

Snow accumulation measurements were made on stakes at 1. 6-km (1-mile) 
intervals along the trail southwest from Camp Century (south trail) fpr a dis
tance of 48 km. The stake line wa·s established in 1961 and measured annually 
through 1965. Marker boards were placed on the surface at 1 ~ 6-km (1-mile) 
intervals to provide dateable surfaces along the 88-km trail extending north
west and west from Camp Century (north trail). The boards were laid in 1962 
and depths to them measured in 1964 and 1965. Marker boards were also 
established as part of a spirit-level net surrounding Camp Century. Thirty
three boards were laid out in a rectangular area approximately 4. 5 km by 6. 5· 
km. This array was initially establi$hed in 1963 and measurements were made 
in 1964 and 1966. . 

All stake and board measurements of s~ow accumulation were reduced to 
units of g/ cmZ of water by extrapolating from depth-density profiles .at pit 
stat ions. Thus accumulation, in water equivalent units, is available for the .• 
same 3-year period for the entire 136 km of trail and for an overlapping 3-
year period in the immediate environs of Camp Century. 

Elevations and leveling 

Elevations at movement stations (see Fig. 1) were established by simul-. 
taneous reciprocal vertical angle measurements· tied to coastal triangulation 
stations of the Danish Geodetic Institute. Elevations between movement sta
tions were determined by barometric altimetry. The level net surrounding 
Camp Century was es.tablished by spirit leveling in 1963 and was releveled in' 
1964 and 1966~ Movement station P-9 (see Fig. 1 0) was used as the datum for 
each survey. Itf:; elevation was assumed constant and all other elevations are 
relative to it. 

Ice thickness profiles 

, Ice thickness was determined over the trail system in 1964 by radar and 
seismic methods. For discussions and results of radar measurements see 
Bailey et al. (1964), Waite (1966), and Rinker and Mock (1967). Seismic re
sults havebeen presented by Clarke (1966). In addition to these measurements, 
a radar traverse around the perimeter of the Camp Century level net was nnde 
using the U. S. Army Electronics Research and Development Laboratory's 35-
mc.radar sounder. Earlier seismic work within the Camp Century levelriet has 
been reported by Alford (Mock, 1965). 

Statistical analysis 

Multiple regression techniques were used to study areal trends of mean 
annual accumulation, as determined from pit studies and direct measurements. 
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The method was essentially the same as that used in earlier papers (Mock and 
Weeks, 1966; Mock, 1967) of studies of 1O-m ~now temperature and accumu
lation distribution over the entire Greenland ice sheet. For details of this 
method see those papers, or, for a complete treatment, see Krumbein and 
Graybill (1965). 

Briefly, the method is to establish a model for predicting mean annual ac
cumulation at a point in terms of its spatial coordinates and, by means of 
multiple linear regression using the least squares method, to derive a predictor 
equation satisfying certain preset statistical criteri.a. The resulting equations 
can be used directly or for the construction of trend surface maps. 

Table I. Data for accumulation stations. 

Accum Years 
Stat ion Elev rate (no.) Method 

{m} {g/cmZ-yr} 

S-30 1524 81.8 (54. 8) 3. (5) Stake (Pit) 
S-27 1601 77.3 3 Stake 
S-26 1622 63. 0 3 Stake 
S-25 163 6 74.0 3 Stake 
S-24 1666 55.5 3 Stake 
S-23 1658 72.2 3 Stake 
S-22 1701 46.0 3 Stake 
S-20 1723 56. 8 (46. 8) 3 (7) Stake (Pit) 
S-19 1730 58.0 3 Stake· 
S-18 1747 47.4 3 Stake 
S-17 1757 53.4 3 Stake 
S-16 1765 51. 9 3 Stake 
S-15 1776 51. 2 3 Stake 
S-14 1787 49.3 3 Stake 
S-13 1793 49.0 3 Stake 
S-12 1802 43.8 3 Stake 
S-11 1811 43.2 3 Stake 
S-10 1818 46. 0 (3 6. 5) 3 (7) . Stake (Pit) 
s- 9 1826 41.8 3 Stake 
s- 8 1834 41.2 3 Stake 
s- 1 1843 42.8 3 Stake 
s- 6 1850 41. 7 3 Stake 
s- 5 1857 40.3 3 Stake 
s- 4 1863 39.0 3 Stake 
s- 3 1867 40.6 3 Stake 
N- 5 1889 32.3 3 Board 
N- 6 1886 33. 5 3 Board 
N- 7 1884 29.·3 3 Board 
N- 8 1882 29. 1 (21. 4) 3 (7) Board (Pit) 
N- 9 1878 2 7. 1 3 Board 
N-1 0 1879 24. 7 3 Board 
N-11 1877 24.9 3 Board 
N-1Z 1878 22.3 3 Board 
N-13 1878 23.8 3 Board 
N-14 1878 23.4 3 Board 
N-15 1876 22.5 3 Board 
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Table I (Cont 1d). 

Accum Years 
Station Elev rate (no.) Method· 

{m} g/cmZ-y:r} 

N-16 1874 20.7 3 Board 
N -16!. 1874 18~2 7 Pit z 

1872. 22.3 3 Board N-17 
N-18 1868 21.8 3 Board 
N-19 1866 21. 6 3 Board 
N-20 1867 22.4 3 Board 
N-21 :I 871 21.6 3 Board 
N-22 1870 20.2 3 Board 
N-23. 1867 19.8 3 Board 
N-25 1868 16.2 7 Pit 
N-26 i855 22.7 3 Hoard 
N-28 1835 20.6 3 Board 
N-30 1817 20.8 3 Board 
N-:32 178:7 21. 1 3 Board 
N-34 177b ?-1. 7 3 Board 
N-:~5~ 176p 18. 2 7 Pit 
N-36 17517 22.8 3 Board 
N-38 1735 

I 
23.3 3 Board 

N-40 1712 20.3 3 Board 
N-41 1695 25. 1 3 Board 
N-42 1685 26.0 3 Board 
N-43 1664 23.3 3 Board 
N-44 1655 25.2 3 Board 
N-44! 1649 22.5 7 Pit z 

1642. N-45 24.9 3 Board 
N-46 1624 2.7.5 3 Board 
N-47 1620 29.7 3 Board 
N-48 1 612 28.5 3 Boa-rd 
N-49 1608 25.4 3 Board 
N-50 1596 26.8 3 Board 
N-51 1575 22.5 3 Board 
N-52 1555 22.3 3 ·Board 
N-53 153 5 26. 1 3 Board 
N-54 1524 31. 5 3 Board 
N-55 1512 20.5 3 Board 
N-55.!. 1510 24.3 6 Pit 4 

RESULTS 

Table I summarizes the results of pit studies and direct measurements of 
accumulation. Figure 2 shows in graphical form mean annual accumulation 
from the stake and board measurements .together with surface and subsurface 
profiles along the trails. Some important features of Figure 2 which will be 
discussed further are: 

a. The general decrease in mean annual accumulation towards the interior 

b. The wide fluctuation in accumulation rates at adjacent stations, particu
larly from stations S-20 to S-30 
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"i: 
~ I ::~--A_N_NU_~ __ M_E_AN ______________ ===:J 
<( 

N-50 N-45 N-40 N-35 N-30 N-25 N-20 N-15 N-10 N-5 

a. North Trail 

S-5 S-10 5-15 5-20 5-25 

b. South Trail 

1800 ~ 

1600 i 

Figure 2. Surface, subsurface and accumulation profiles along trails. 

c. The association of subsurface with surface relief features and in turn 
with accumulation rates. 

Throughout the following analysis the stake and board data rather than the pit 
data have been used. 

REGIONAL ACCUMULATION TRENDS 

To study regional accumulation trends the aforementioned statistical 
methods were used. Rather than use geographical coordinates and elevation in 
the prediction model as in an earlier study (Mock, 1967), it was assumed that 
accumulation rates were a function of distance from a moisture source area 
and of elevation. It was further as~umed that Melville Bay, lying south of the 
Thule Peninsula, was the sole mois

1

ture source. · 

The initial mooel was a second~degree equation involving these two inde
pendent parameters: ' 

I 
A a+ blXl + bzXz + b3xlz +ib4X1Xz + bsXzz 

I 
where 

A mean annual accumul1ation 
Xl elevation {meterS) 1 I 

Xz distance from 76°N (fi~omete:t:s) 
a, bi regression constants~ : 

I 

The 76th parallel was an arbitrarily ~·hosen datum crossing Melville Bay. ,, 
The results of this analysis are ~ummarized in the equations shown in 

Table II. Equations 1 - 4 are based o/n all stake and board ri1"easurements made· 
duririg this study. Equation 5 refer's :only to stake data from the south trail. 
Equation 6 is derived from all stake and board data plus accumulation data from 
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So. Trail 
only 

Trails and 
Benson (1961.) 

Table II. Accumulation prediction equations. 

(1) Y = 1.15.1 - 1.3Z.73445X1 - 3.698918 x 10-5X 1
2 + 

4.971.7393 x lo-•x1Xz 

(1.) Y = 108.1. + 6.8356Z.l6 x 10-2X2 - 3.Z91.7104 x 

1 o-•x1x 1 

(3) y = 108.5- 1..9173618 X 1o-•xlx2 n=67 

(4) Y = 1.14.61. (Z..l1.6x 1o-5)X1Xz 

(5) Y = -903.56 + Z.5.046711X2 + o. 00014889S04X1
2 -

0.011631 Z.04X1X2 

(6) Y = 1.41.1. - 3.560036Z.X2 + 6.4055777 x 1 o-5X12 -

1.1300603 x 10-JX1x2 + 1.8144079 x 1o-zx2
2 

n=11 OF=1Z. 

(7) Yo= 1..4- 0.81.11x10 - Z.59.106sina. 

.B:. s 

• 975 3.61. 

• 961 4.43 

.960 4.45 

. 971 

.975 1..18 

• 953 4. 81 

• 866 z.. 63 

Y predicted accumulation (g/cm2} R multiple correlation coefficient 
X1 elevation (m) 
X2 distance from 76°N (km} 

S standard error of estimate 
F F-test 

Yo deviation from predicted Y 
X10 deviation from regional elevation 

a. = surface slope · 

n = sample size 
OF degrees of freedom 

L 

398.5 

38'7.3 

765.7 

1087.4 

137.6 

177.9 

31.5 

Benson (1962} over a diffe.rent portion of the Thule Peninsula. Equation 7 is 
based on an analysis of residuals from eq 1 and will be discussed in detail in 
a later section. · 

Equations 1 - 3 are all derived from the original model and the same data 
by a deletion process, the objective being to reach a reasonable compromise 
between the statistical measures of fit and the size of the predictor equation. 
Equation 4 is included simply to indicate that the parameters of distance and 
elevation can be us.ed successfully in an exponential as well as a polynomial 
model. Figure 3 shows measured and predicted mean annual accumulation. 
from eq 1 plotted versus distance from moisture source. 

Before proceeding further the question of how closely the 3 years of ac
cumulation data used in this analysis approximate the· true :mean annual ac
cumulations must be examined. This problem, in turn, can be subdivided 
into two problems: 

a. What is the temporal variability? 
b. What is the spatial variability (within afew meters)? 

Lister (1961 }, in a study conducted at Northice, approximately 500 km 
east of the .. pre~ent study area, found that within an area 30m square the 
annual accumulation could vary by 1 OOo/o. and deviate 50% from the mean of 
14. 9 g I cmz of water. Assuming this represents normal variability given the 
wind conditions prevailing at Northice, the numerical value of ± 7 g/ cm2 can 
be used as a measure of possible error in a single measurement further as
suming wind ·conditions similar to those at Northice. The close similarity of· 
the profiles of each year shown in Figure 4 indicates that errors are nearly 
constant with time at each station. If this is the case, temporal variability 

7 
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Figure 3. Measured and predicted mean annual accumulation plotted versus 
distance from moisture source. 
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Figure 4. Total accumulatiod on south trail, 1961 - 1965. 

I . 
is indicated by the. stan<;lard deviations, at each station. Still the problem of 
the validity of the means from 3 years'' data is unanswered. · 

Examining Table I again shows that with a single exception, station 
N-551, all pit-determined accumulation rates are substantially lower than the 
value~ recorded by stake or board me~su.rements at the same or adjacent sites. 
This suggests that the 3 -year accumulation ·totals may represent an. anomal
ously high period .. 
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Another method of gaining at least a qualitative idea of the validity of the 
accumulation rate measurements is to look at regression curves for l, 2, 3 
and 4 years of data. Assuming .that the model. used would pro~ide a perfect 

9 

fit if the true mean values were available, t~e curves using means based on 
successively greater numbers of years of data should show increasingly better 
fits. Such is the case as shown in Figure 5 where the model used in eq 5 of 
Table 11 was process~d using success~vely 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-year means of 
accumulation from the trail south of Camp Century. Each of the three statis
tics shown, R, F and S, indicates greater success of the m ~Jdel with each ln
crease in the sample ·size used to dete.rmine mean values. 

Figure 6 shows isohyets as a function of distance and elevation based on 
eqs 1 and 6 respectively.· The different form shown by the· two groups of 
isohycts is indicative of the limitations of this type of analysis. The data 
used to arrive at eq l can be considered a subset of the data used. to deter
mine eq 6. The entire body of data used in this analysis 1s itself only a sub
set of the tot;:tl population, and the inherent danger of error must be borne in 
mind when extrapolating beyond the range of the data set; this is· the next 
step. ' · · . . 

In Figure 7 the results of the regional analysis have been summarized 
in an is ohyetal map of the Thule Peninsula. The positions of the is ohyets 
were determined from eq 6 using Figure 6. In terms of precipita-t-ion regimes 
existing over highlands in low- and mid-latitudes, the pattern shown in Figure 
7 appears anomalous. Ideally when an ·air mass approaches an elevation 
barrier, the lifting effect causes condensation and a resulting increase in 
p r e c i pit at ion u r l o . s o m e 1 eve .1 w he r c the a b s o 1 u t e m o i s t u r e c on ten t i s 
d i ITl in iS he d t 0 S U C h ;_tn C X l (! n t l h at t h C p r e C i pit at i 0 n diminiSh e S • W he n the 
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'•.:. 

z 
0 

a. EQUATION I 

- 2000.--------.rr.r~-.~~--~--~--------~--~--~~ 

1-

~ 

> 

Figure 6. Isohyets (g/cm2 of snow) plot"ted vs elevation 
· and distance from ;noisture source area. · 

el~vatio.n barri~r is breached and subsideri.,ce 9f the air begins, ·precipitation 
rapidly diminishes as adiabatic warming brings air mass temperatures above 
the qew point. The· actual distribution of precipitation depends up·on many 
factors,· such as absolute height of the barrier, steepness of slope, and 
many meteorological variables. Benson (1962) pointed out many pf the diffi
culties in observing the precipitation patterns over mountain barriers and ob-:
served that the Thule Peninsula in many respects represented a simplified 
model on which to observe such patterns. 

The pattern shown in Figure 7 differs. from the ideal model in two re
spects: (1) there. appears to be no 'zone in which accumulation fnc reases with 
elevation and (2) there i·s no abrupt chang~ in accumulation on crossing'the 
crest. Examination of Figure 6b indicates that there would actually be an 
increase in accumulation with eleva:tion if surface slope~ were great enough. 
As it is, the decrease, in accumulation with distanc.e completely masks the 
effect of elevation including the development of any noticeable discontinuity 
near the crest. It is probable that along the Melville Hay coast, in the moun
tainous region, and on the ice sheet for some indeterminate distance inland · 
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Figure 7. Isohyetal map of Thule Pe-ninsula. 

a rapid increase in accumulation or precipitation rates does, in fact, occur. 
Once this region is passed the very gentle surface slopes existing on the ice 
sheet preclude noticeable orographic effects upon ace umulation. 

In _terms of the preceding arguments the increase in accumulation north
wards from 77° 20 1N bee omes difficult to explain. In order of relative prob
abilities the most likely causes are: 

a. 
b. 
c. 

masses 

,The model is breaking down. 
The influence of a secondary moisture source is becoming dominant. 
Increased ·katabatic flow funneling into this area causes warmer air 
to be lifted giving increased accumula.tion. 

11 
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LOCAL ACCUMULATION PATTER.l'l"S 

Figures 2 and 4 show th~ large variations in accumulation rates occurring 
within limited distances, particularly from station S-15 to station S-30 on the 
south trail. Figure 4 illustrates the persistence of these variations while 
Figure 2 indicates'.their relationship to surface relief features. Since accumu
lation rate is not sufficiently defined it cannot be stated categorically that 
maximum accumulation rates occur in lowest parts of the hollows but it can 
be seen that high ~nd low accumulation rates are associated with top'ographic 
lows and highs respectively, 

Equations l - 4 can each be used to calculate the predicted accumulation 
(Y p) at each stat ion. The residual (Rs) can be calculated from the observed 
accumulation (Y 

0
) as · 

Rs (8) 

Since Rs represents deviations of the pr-edicted from observed accumulation 
rates,- it is a-measure of both errors and of deviations caused by £"actors un
accounted for in the original model. Of these factors the effect of local 
topography superimposed upon the regional slope becomes quite evident on 
examination of Figure 2. From station S-15 to station S-30 a ~eries of steps 
breaks the generally smooth slope of the ice sheet. Coincident with the in
creasing size of surface topographic features, accumulation rates oscillate 
much more widely around the curve of predicted accumulation. 

Qualitatively it can be seen from Figure 2--that high accumulation rates 
are associated with topo.g.raphic lows and vice versa. The spacing of accumu
lation stakes is insufficient to show the fine detail over any single wave or 
step so it becomes necessary to use statistical methods to determine the 

-local patterns. -A method similar to that used by Black and Budd (1964) w~s 
resorted to;· the model is 

where 

Rs Y 0. - Y p (from e q l) 

(Xo)n-1 + 2{Xo)n + (Xo)n+l 
XD = (Xo )n . - 4 

X 0 -=-obs-erved elevation at station n 

a = slope at station n. 

(9) 

The resulLi-s shown as eq 7 of Table II. Using eqs 1 and 7 the accumulation 
profile over a complete, surface wave can -he--:-c-alculated. This has been done 
for a prominent step on the south t!ail (Fig. 8). Over thl.s particular feature, 
the absolute maximum accumulation occurs at the low point of the depression 
while minimum accumulation occurs near the crest of the rise. Figure 8 
also shows the surface and· subsurface profiles over the trail section. The 
steplike nature of the topography is quite evident as is the fact that when 
superimposed on the regional profile the feature is -shown to be a wave. -
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ORIGIN OF WAVE FEATURES 

Undulating and step features have been observed in Greenland (Bader, 1961; 
Bour_goin, 1956) and the Antarctic (Swithinbank, 1959; Black and Budd, 1964; 
Gow and Rowland, 1965) both near the coast and in the interior. Recent dis
cussions have centered on the origin of these features, whether they are the 
results of accumulation variations or are phenomena associated with bed top
ography and flow. 

Nye (1959) has shown that perturbationE) of the equilibrium profile for 
central Antarctica would disappear qt1ile rapidly (. 005 to 10 years .for ·features 
of wave length 3 ~o 140 km) and concludes that observed features must repre-:
sent an equilibrium profile reflecting the subsurface topography. 

Black and Budd (1964) observed accumulation patterns over waves that 
would tend to cause the waves to migrate upslope. If indeed the waves do 
migrate upslope they then become perturbations of the equilibrium profile 
and should dissipate with the time constants calculated by wee rtman ·( 19 58) .. 
However, at the same time they cause perturbations in the accumulation 
profile wh.ich may tend to perpetuale, _cause ~ontinued migration of, or oblit
erate the waves. Waves which have been observed in .the .int .. erior of Antarctic:a 
(Gow and R')wland, 1965) appear unrelated to bed topography and, as postulated 
by Gow, may have migrated into their present position by the mechanism pro
posed by Black and Budd. 
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The waves observed in the present study are unquestionably a result of 
bed topography since each surface feature is directly associated with an ob
servable feature on the bed, as is readily evident in Figure 2. Although there 
has been some success in quantitatively correlating surface profiles with bed 
topography (Bourgoin, 1956; Robin, 1958) more recent work. (Robins::>n, 1966) 
has yielded, at best, only qualitative results. 

Nye (1959) has shown that the change in ·surface slope caused by a sub
surface feature is given approximately by 

Aa "" M + 1 P "' 
a ~ · H (l 0) 

where 

A a = slope change 
a = regional slope 
H = regional ice thickness 
p = height of subsurface feature 

M = constant assumed to be 2.5. 

Using this· expression to calculate the bottom profile from the observed surface · 
slopes gives the profiles shown in Figure 9. .The predicted profile departs 
radically from the observed profile to such an extent as to-be worthless. This 
is not surprising considering that several of the assumptions made by Nye in 
his derivation are violated by the physical problem represented here. It is 
of interest to .examine these assumptions and, if possible, recalculate pro-
files without them. Nye assumed that 

A a<< a ( 11) 

and that 

Ah << H {12) 

where Ah = change in thickness oyer an obstacle and H is the regional ice 
thickness. Expression ll does not hold in the profile shown in Fl.gure 8 where 
in fact Aa > a. The bed profile can be calculated without assuming expres
sions ll and 12 from .the expression: 

a M/(M+l) 
P = H (ao +o A a) - H + e {13) 

where 

P = height of obstacle 
e = deviation from regional elevation. 

The profile calculated from eq 13 and the profile calculated from eq 10 are 
shown in Figure 9. It is, difficult to decide which profile is more satisfactory, 
since both are so far from the actual profile. 

Nye assumed the following relationship between flow and shear stress at 
the bed: 0 

Tm 
u = (A) (14) 
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u sliding velo~ity along a flow' line 
· T = shear stress at bed 
A - stress-independent but temperature-dependent term 
m = constant. 

For purposes of the derivation and in the ·absence of any other information A 
has been assumed as constant, but, in fac:t, where the height of bed features 
is a significant fraction of the thickness of the ice. sheet (9% in this case} it 
will probably change significantly in the region of the bed features. Unfortu
nately the changes which might be expected in A, its magnitude decreasing 
with the higher bed temperatures over a feature, would only accentuate the 
already erroneous profile. 

Present theory seems inadequate to account for the observed profiles, 
·under the assumption that the presence of a single obstacle causes no effects or 
only negligible effects on the mass flux both upstream and downstream of the 
obstacle; i.e.: 

q = qo ( 1 5) 
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where 

q = mass flux of real ice sheet 
q0 = mass flux of reference ice sheet {no obstacle). 

If the ice sheet is in a nonequilibrium condition and is adjusting to changed 
conditions, 'conceivably q I: q0 and the observed profile represents a transient 
state. 

CAMP CENTURY STATION GLACIOLOGY 

Regression methods similar to those previously described were used to 
analyze the measured accumulation data from the level net. Coordinates on 
an arbitrarily established grid were used to calculate accumulation contours. 
Cubic, quadratic and simple linear models were tested, with the linear model 
providing a sufficiently good fit (R = .; 884) to be used for further work. Trend 
surfaces of accumulation show a substantial gradient- existing acr_oss the 
27 kmz area from more than 37 g/cmZ in the southeast to less than 29 g/cmZ 
in the northwest (Fig. 1 0}. Since most studies, i.e., drilling and deep pit 
studies, have been concentrated on the southeast side of the camp, 35g/cmz 
is considered as the mean annual accumulation at Camp Century. Accumula
tion determinations from this study as well as all other measurements made 
at Camp Century are summarized in Table III. 

Topographic maps were compiled for each of the three years in which 
spirit leveling was done, 1963, 1964 and 1966, to study any surficial features 
which might be present. Previous work by Benson (1960) in an area 130 km 
to the east has shown a surprisingly large amount of "topography" in an area 
visually undistinguished.. The 1963 and 1964 surveys showed no unusual fea
tures or changes in the surface. The 1966 survey, however, revealed the de
velopment of a distinct feature in the vicinity of stations 24 and 25, a broad 
indentation of the contours. In Figure 10 both the 1964 and 1966 surface con:.. 
tours are shown in this region. 

The development of such a feature would, at first thought, be the result 
of decreased accumulation in the affected area, probably as a result of wind 
scouring, initiated perhaps by some minor transient feature. The prevailing 
wind directions as shown in the wind rose in Figure 10 would lend credence 
to such a view. 

A cursory inspection of the accumulation data reveals that accumulation 
rates are highest at the point where the surface has shown the maximum re
lative lowering. This is shown in the profiles of Figure 11. It appears thaf · 
the development of the slight surface depression, rather than being the result 
of accumulation deficiencies, has, in fact, caused an ~ncrease in accumulation 
rate. 

Table III. Camp Century accumulation. 

Time Method Accum rate Ref ---
1964-1947 Firn stratigraphy 31.2 g/cmZ-yr C rozaz et al. (1966) 
1964-1947 Fission products 31.2 C rozaz et al. (1966) 
1962-1955 Firn stratigraphy 31.8±5.7 Mock (1%5} 
1964-1800 PbZlO 32 :!: 3 Crozaz and Langway {1966) 
1965-1876 Firn stratigraphy 36.7 Moe~ {1967) 
1966-1963 Trend surface 35 This study 
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at Camp Century. 

A topographic ·map of the subsurface at Camp Century has been constructed 
from the available radar sounding data. The map (Fig. 12) is considered to be 
the best logical fit of the several possible interpretations of the data. Using 
Figures 10 and 12, an ice thickness of 1370 m is predicted at the Camp Century 
deep bore hole site. Recently the. ice sheet was completely bored through and 
the sub-ice material reached at a depth of 1387.4 m (Hansen and Langway, 
1966), a difference of only 1. 5% from the depth predicted here. 

If the 1966 profile of Figure 11 r~presents the equilibrium profile, .eq 13 
can be. used to calculate the height of the subsurface feature causing the ob
served change in slope. The result predicts a hill i 85 m in height and a 
similar calculation using eq 10 predicts one of 244 m. It seems reasonably 
safe 'tO' assum~ that the surface feature does ·represent a perturbation in the 
equilibrium profile. Weertman 1s analysis (1958) of pertu~bations from an 
equilibrium ice thickness enables a ca]culat'ion of the characteristic decay 
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time t necessary for a small departure h from the equilibrium ice thickness 
· H to decay to a small value. The expression is 

where 
B (m+ f)(QU+a)IH 
Q = a.-(3 
a..,. = sur~ace slope ·' 
(3- = bed_: slope 

· u . - · velocity .. 
a accumulation rate 

_p = m'uH:Ia. -
X. - wave length 6f· perturbation. 

(16) 

For this feature t is equal:.-to 0. 006 days or appr~ximately 9 min. Si'nce it 
took substantially longer ,than this to carry the 'spirit level lines over the 
feature, it -is likely that this figure is_. incorrect.: What app_ea:rs evident is 
that this feature is not the result of wind action or differential accumulation 

·' . ..~ . 

and that _its origi'n 'and~maint~nance are both inexplicable iri terms of exist
ing flow.:'theory. __ .. \. 

SUMMARY J\ND CONCLUSIONS 

· Regre_s sion ·-analysis enables- satisfactory.~ regional predictions of mean 
annu~l accumulation to be .made from the' par_ameters of distance from·mois
ture source and elevation. The·::regional pat.ter·n· developed from. this model 
is consistent with .. obse-rve·d .. results and explainable for the most part in terms 
of general meteo-rologic principles. Mea~ _annual accumulation i~ greater 
than 80 gl cmZ :on the ·southe:t:n s'rope of the<pehinsula but de_c_rea,ses· rapidly 
with increasing distance ·from Melvill,e Bi{y and·increas~·ng elevation to less 
than 20 g/c~z. - · ·. -

Large/deviations, up to ·15 g I ~'mz, fro~ re giot1.a,il"y. pr~dicte'd accumulation 
values are associated ~ith localized topographic features, in particular a 
series _of waves or step'_s·>· Detai,led ·acc~:mulation profiles over thes~ .. features 
·can be predicted from. an·'·an~ly8.1s ;or a·~v._iations from .regionally predicted 
accumulation, deviations from .regi'onal e'levatiori'; and surface slope. Such 
analysis reveals. highest a¢cumulation rates ass .. ociated with the topographical
ly lowest parts ofthe featur.~s· and vice versa._· Qualitatively, these features 
are associated with bed topography,; as. sll,o~wnby, _su:rface and subsurface pro
files, but they cannq.:t be quaqti'tativ~ely acccnitited for by J~xisting How theory 
because of pound~ry c ondit_ion violc::nions·-~. ::·::. · ..... '~ · ,. 

C onto~r maps showion.g.: surface elevatibn, subsurface ~1~vation, and mean 
annual-'accumulation we·re--construs_ted fo.r a limited (27 kmZ) area surrounding 
Camp ·century. Mean'·annual accu~ulation sho!Vs a sys-tematic d~crease from 
greater than 37 glcmZ.in the southe1ast.-to less than 2.9 glcmZ in ~he northwest. 
At the camp itself a mean annual acc-umulation of .3'5 g I cmZ is indicated. The 
contour maps of elevation have rev¢aled the development of a sr.nall change in 
surface shape, best described as a valleylike feature with a relative surface 
lowe ring of ove!"_l :m, causing accqmqlation rat~s to 'increas~ :~vi~hin the area 
of the surface lowering. Bed topography provides no clue to the cause of the 
feature which appears to be a flow phenomenon. 
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